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The COVID-19 crisis is not (yet) a financial crisis
• The root cause of this crisis is a pandemic
• Containing the virus by governments, simultaneous occurrence of both
demand and supply shocks, with attendant financial sector spillovers and
side-effects such as the oil-price war.

• In particular, debt repayments will come due as usual
• But liquidity appears to be quickly evaporating for both small and
large companies as economic activity grounds to a virtual halt.

Drawdowns of bank credit lines
(joint work with Viral Acharya,NYU)
Drawdowns largest for weakest firms in times of weak equity market performance;
Liquidity stress similar to worst decline of past 20 years manageable for banks;
Greater equity market declines being witnessed warrant careful advance planning

Borrowers are drawing down heavily on bank lines of credit anticipating that
market sources of funding may dry up or get costlier, especially short-term
commercial paper, creating stress on bank balance-sheets and liquidity
conditions and contagion that could aggravate if stress worsens
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-12/dash-for-cashis-on-as-corporate-titans-draw-down-credit-lines):
”Companies are maxing out unused credit lines for extra liquidity. U.S. banks
had a total of $2.5 trillion of credit commitments to companies that weren’t
used at the end of 2019, with two-thirds of provided by JPMorgan, BofA, Citi
& Wells Fargo.”

Number and amount of NEW loans issued

Source: Ivashina and Scharfstein (JFE 2010): Bank lending during the financial crisis of 2008

Amount of loans on banks‘ balance sheets

Credit line draw-downs are sensitive to stock returns
• U.S. firms are very sensitive to their stock price performance w.r.t
their decision how to utilize their credit lines
• They care about the overall market performance (S&P 500) and their “excess
return“ above the market

• E.g. a 40% decline in the S&P 500 index increases the expected usage
rates by 8pp, which is an increase of the average usage rate by 1/3
• Usage rates of European firms are less sensitive to the stock market
(and only to the overall market performance)
Source: Berg, Saunders, Steffen, Streitz (RFS 2017): Mind the Gap: The Difference between US and European Loan Rates

Commercial paper
• A short-term, unsecured credit market for rated non-financial firms
that directly finances a wide range of economic activity
• Short-term rating: High rating (A1/P1), lower rated firms (A2/P2)

• Credit lines work as a “backstop” if firms experience problems in
refinancing their outstanding commercial paper.
• This form of credit “enhancement” enables the commercial paper to acquire
credit rating that makes it eligible for investment by money-market funds.

• Changes in the commercial paper rates can be used to gauge stress in
the commercial paper market.

Lessons for the Covid-19 crisis
• Sample
• 2,425 U.S. non-financial firms with information on undrawn credit lines as of
Q4 2019 (Source: Capital IQ)
• Concentrated in manufacturing (54%), 95% operating in 5 industries

• Quantify liquidity insurance
• Total undrawn credit lines: USD 958 billion
• 57% provided to firms with BBB-rating or non-investment-grade rating
• They might be more likely to draw down their credit lines when credit markets tighten

• Commercial paper outstanding: USD 131 billion
• Fed established a Commercial Paper Funding Facility on March 17, 2020 of USD 10
billion as protection against rollover risk

Huge price drop reflects
tightening of credit conditions
in the primary loan market

Stress Scenario 1: Firms will experience a stock performance consistent with last two preceding recession periods.

Rating
Unrated
AAA/AA/A
BBB
Non-IG

Credit Line
$146,807
$257,444
$323,255
$230,753
$958,260

%
15.3%
26.9%
33.7%
24.1%

Draw-down rate
43.2%
20.2%
20.2%
36.0%

Expected draw-down
$63,421
$52,004
$65,298
$83,164
$263,886

Stress Scenario 2: Firms will use credit lines as they did at the end of 2008

Rating
Unrated
AAA/AA/A
BBB
Non-IG

Credit Line
$146,807
$257,444
$323,255
$230,753
$958,260

%
15.3%
26.9%
33.7%
24.1%

Draw-down rate
39.2%
17.0%
23.8%
28.5%

Expected draw-down
$57,549
$43,843
$76,902
$65,788
$244,081

How big is the liquidity stress for the banking
sector?
• We look at the 100 largest U.S. banks at the end of 2019, their
capitalization and undrawn credit exposure.
• If commitments are drawn down as in our stress scenario 1, their Tier 1
capital ratio (Tier 1 capital as % of risk-weighted assets) drops from 12.7%
to 11.8%
• Given better capitalization compared to 2008 and liquidity assistance from the Fed
this does not appear to become a solvency problem

• Higher draw-downs are plausible, a full draw-down would reduce banks‘
Tier 1 ratio to 10.7%
• At this point likely further erosion of their capital through e.g. higher default rates
(which might bring them closer to their regulatory minimum requirement)

Data collected by S&P Global Market Intelligence up to March
20, 2020 based on public company filings shows that 71 firms
have almost fully drawn down their credit lines since March 5,
2020 (USD 73 billion out of USD 86 billion commitment).
The draw-downs are concentrated in the most affected
industries (Hotels, Restaurants and Retail) and concentrated
among few large banks.
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Main Take-Aways
• Thanks to post-GFC regulation, banks entered this crisis in better
shape
• Sufficient to withstand regular stress scenarios

• But this is a liquidity crisis -> liquidity need / drawdowns accelerate at
a speed beyond what we know from GFC
• Central banks got in early

• Capital is key -> Drawdown reduce capacity to lend to SMEs
• Regulators need to get ahead of the problem, too!
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